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Introduction and GoalsIntroduction and Goals

IP Mobility handles changes to the IP point of presence IP Mobility handles changes to the IP point of presence 
(PoP) (PoP) 
–– Forwards packets meant for an Forwards packets meant for an ““anchoranchor”” IP address to a IP address to a 

““transienttransient”” IP address IP address 
–– Several models (global, local, hostSeveral models (global, local, host--based, networkbased, network--based)based)

Aid analysis of threat models for IP mobility protocolsAid analysis of threat models for IP mobility protocols

Remove the guesswork in threats Remove the guesswork in threats 

Provide high level security requirements for IP mobility Provide high level security requirements for IP mobility 
protocolsprotocols

Allow evaluation of a security solutionAllow evaluation of a security solution
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Overall Mobility ArchitectureOverall Mobility Architecture
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DefinitionsDefinitions
Mobility AgentMobility Agent
–– Entity maintaining state on location of mobile nodesEntity maintaining state on location of mobile nodes

E.g., MIP HA, FMIP pAR, HMIP MAP, NETLMM LMA, MIP ROE.g., MIP HA, FMIP pAR, HMIP MAP, NETLMM LMA, MIP RO--enabled CNenabled CN

Mobility Facilitators Mobility Facilitators 
–– Other entities that facilitate IP mobilityOther entities that facilitate IP mobility

E.g., NETLMM MAG, MIP4 FA, HMIP ARE.g., NETLMM MAG, MIP4 FA, HMIP AR
–– It is plausible for these to fail/be compromised without denial It is plausible for these to fail/be compromised without denial of serviceof service

Mobility ProviderMobility Provider
–– Mobility Agent or Mobility FacilitatorMobility Agent or Mobility Facilitator

Mobility RecipientMobility Recipient
–– Entity receiving the IP mobility serviceEntity receiving the IP mobility service
–– Mobile node is the recipientMobile node is the recipient
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AssetsAssets
Critical AssetsCritical Assets
–– Failure/compromise of these assets leads to failed mobility sessFailure/compromise of these assets leads to failed mobility sessionsions

Mobile NodeMobile Node
Mobility AgentMobility Agent
Security Infrastructure EntitiesSecurity Infrastructure Entities

NonNon--critical Assetscritical Assets
–– The mobility session can continue despite failure/compromise of The mobility session can continue despite failure/compromise of these these 

assetsassets
Network infrastructure, including linksNetwork infrastructure, including links
Mobility facilitators (e.g., ARs, routers)Mobility facilitators (e.g., ARs, routers)

Other AssetsOther Assets
–– Correspondent NodesCorrespondent Nodes
–– Other nodes (mobile or fixed) attaching to the mobility domainOther nodes (mobile or fixed) attaching to the mobility domain

Not all assets are applicable for all mobility modelsNot all assets are applicable for all mobility models
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The Internet Threat Model The Internet Threat Model –– A RecapA Recap
Assumption 1: Critical assets are not compromisedAssumption 1: Critical assets are not compromised

Assumption 2: The attacker has full control of the communicationAssumption 2: The attacker has full control of the communication
channelchannel
–– Attacker can read, inject, remove, modify any packets without deAttacker can read, inject, remove, modify any packets without detectiontection

Types of attacksTypes of attacks
–– Passive attacksPassive attacks
–– Active attacksActive attacks
–– OffOff--path Attackspath Attacks
–– OnOn--path Attackspath Attacks

Superset of OffSuperset of Off--path attackspath attacks

Reference: RFC3552Reference: RFC3552

Are all these assumptions and/or attacks applicable to IP mobiliAre all these assumptions and/or attacks applicable to IP mobility ty 
protocols? protocols? 

Are there other assumptions and/or attacks that are applicable tAre there other assumptions and/or attacks that are applicable to IP o IP 
mobility protocols? mobility protocols? 
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Routing and Byzantine FailuresRouting and Byzantine Failures
A network can function in the presence of Byzantine failuresA network can function in the presence of Byzantine failures
–– Entities lying about routing or other information selectively, wEntities lying about routing or other information selectively, while hile 

appearing to function correctly (due to compromise, appearing to function correctly (due to compromise, mismis--configuration)configuration)

As long as there is a nonAs long as there is a non--faulty path between nodes A and B, they faulty path between nodes A and B, they 
can communicatecan communicate
–– Even if the adversary sends bogus and disparate information to Even if the adversary sends bogus and disparate information to 

legitimate infrastructure entities, e.g., routerslegitimate infrastructure entities, e.g., routers

A

B
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Mobility and Failure of NonMobility and Failure of Non--critical Nodescritical Nodes
Mobility signaling is possible even if one a few nonMobility signaling is possible even if one a few non--critical assets fail critical assets fail 
in an adversarial fashionin an adversarial fashion

Mobility facilitators may fail in a Byzantine fashion, yet MNs cMobility facilitators may fail in a Byzantine fashion, yet MNs can and an and 
should be able to get serviceshould be able to get service
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DonDon’’t Mess With Routing!t Mess With Routing!
A protocol among a given set of entities must not A protocol among a given set of entities must not 
impact routing for unrelated entitiesimpact routing for unrelated entities

–– DD’’s malicious use of a protocol between C and D MUST not s malicious use of a protocol between C and D MUST not 
impact communication between A and Bimpact communication between A and B
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Threats to IP Mobility Provider Threats to IP Mobility Provider 
ProviderProvider’’s interestss interests
–– Ensuring that only authorized entities obtain the serviceEnsuring that only authorized entities obtain the service

Ensuring that service is provided as intendedEnsuring that service is provided as intended
–– Only entities served by the provider are able to create state atOnly entities served by the provider are able to create state at

the mobility agent the mobility agent 

Threats to mobility Threats to mobility ““agentsagents””
–– Creation of state by unauthorized nodesCreation of state by unauthorized nodes
–– Creation of incorrect state for valid nodesCreation of incorrect state for valid nodes

Threats to mobility Threats to mobility ““facilitatorsfacilitators””
–– Creation of spurious state at the facilitatorCreation of spurious state at the facilitator
–– Use of facilitator to disrupt IP mobility Use of facilitator to disrupt IP mobility 
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Threats to IP Mobility RecipientThreats to IP Mobility Recipient
RecipientRecipient’’s interestss interests
–– Ensuring undisrupted IP mobility serviceEnsuring undisrupted IP mobility service

Threats to recipientsThreats to recipients
–– RedirectionRedirection

RecipientRecipient’’s traffic being redirected elsewheres traffic being redirected elsewhere
–– DDoSDDoS

Recipient being victim to a DDoS attack and receiving spurious Recipient being victim to a DDoS attack and receiving spurious 
traffictraffic

–– DoSDoS
Disruption in IP mobility serviceDisruption in IP mobility service
Redirection may lead to DoSRedirection may lead to DoS
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Mobility Protocols Facilitate AttacksMobility Protocols Facilitate Attacks

Mobility protocols have a unique feature Mobility protocols have a unique feature ☺☺
–– Any node on the network is a potential victimAny node on the network is a potential victim

Mobility signaling supplants routing state!Mobility signaling supplants routing state!

Set of assets expanded beyond mobility providers and recipientsSet of assets expanded beyond mobility providers and recipients

Redirection of traffic belonging to other nodesRedirection of traffic belonging to other nodes

DDoS on any node in the InternetDDoS on any node in the Internet
–– IP mobility provides one more way of realizing a DDoS attackIP mobility provides one more way of realizing a DDoS attack
–– Is it significantly easier to launch a DDoS using IP mobility prIs it significantly easier to launch a DDoS using IP mobility protocols? otocols? 

Perhaps! Perhaps! 
Traceability factors into the equationTraceability factors into the equation
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The Power of an OffThe Power of an Off--path Attackerpath Attacker
IP mobility protocols make an offIP mobility protocols make an off--path attacker as powerful as path attacker as powerful as 
an onan on--path attackerpath attacker

Redirection Redirection 
–– Attacker registers victimAttacker registers victim’’s address as the s address as the ““anchoranchor”” addressaddress

Distributed DoSDistributed DoS
–– Attacker registers victimAttacker registers victim’’s address as the s address as the ““transienttransient”” addressaddress

DoS attack on a mobile nodeDoS attack on a mobile node

Reflection attacksReflection attacks

Passive attacks alone are not a concernPassive attacks alone are not a concern
–– Mobility protocols themselves donMobility protocols themselves don’’t require confidentialityt require confidentiality

Confidentiality for IP location privacy may change thisConfidentiality for IP location privacy may change this
–– Data confidentiality can be achieved using endData confidentiality can be achieved using end--toto--end securityend security
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Redirection AttacksRedirection Attacks
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Distributed DoS AttacksDistributed DoS Attacks
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Redirection of the attackerRedirection of the attacker’’s traffic to the victims traffic to the victim
DDoS can be caused by a variety of other ways, but IP mobility DDoS can be caused by a variety of other ways, but IP mobility 
allows amplificationallows amplification
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Denial of Service AttacksDenial of Service Attacks
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Reflection AttacksReflection Attacks

A C 

B

Cause responses to be sent to a victim (DDoS)Cause responses to be sent to a victim (DDoS)
Cause packets meant for the wrong address to be sent to the victCause packets meant for the wrong address to be sent to the victim im 
(forced redirection)(forced redirection)
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Security RequirementsSecurity Requirements
Channel SecurityChannel Security
–– Data Origin AuthenticationData Origin Authentication

Integrity ProtectionIntegrity Protection
–– Replay ProtectionReplay Protection

IP Address Authorization IP Address Authorization 

Entity AuthorizationEntity Authorization

Protection against compromise of nonProtection against compromise of non--critical assets critical assets 

Protection for nonProtection for non--participantsparticipants
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Channel SecurityChannel Security
Data Origin Data Origin AuthenticationAuthentication

–– Ensures creation of state at the mobility Ensures creation of state at the mobility 
agent strictly by authorized nodesagent strictly by authorized nodes

Integrity ProtectionIntegrity Protection
–– Really the same as data origin Really the same as data origin 

authentication!authentication!
–– Protects against redirection, MiTM, DoS and Protects against redirection, MiTM, DoS and 

DDoS attacksDDoS attacks

Replay ProtectionReplay Protection
–– Protects against redirection, MiTM, DoS and Protects against redirection, MiTM, DoS and 

DDoS attacksDDoS attacks
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A, B, MA – Signaling Endpoints
C, D – On-path Attackers
E – Off-path Attacker 
SC (A-MA) – Unique Secure Channel b/w A & MA
SC (B-MA) – Unique Secure Channel b/w B & MA

Shared secure channels do not provide channel security!
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IP Address Authorization (1/2)IP Address Authorization (1/2)

Authorization for Authorization for ““anchoranchor”” addressaddress
–– MIP HoA, FMIP pCoA, HMIP MIP HoA, FMIP pCoA, HMIP 

RCoA, NETLMM LoARCoA, NETLMM LoA

Ensures IP mobility service only Ensures IP mobility service only 
for authorized nodesfor authorized nodes

Protects against redirection, Protects against redirection, 
MiTM, and DoS attacksMiTM, and DoS attacks
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IP Address Authorization (2/2)IP Address Authorization (2/2)

Authorization for Authorization for ““transienttransient”” addressaddress
–– MIP CoA, FMIP nCoA, HMIP LCoA, MIP CoA, FMIP nCoA, HMIP LCoA, 

NETLMM MAGNETLMM MAG

Prevents a DDoS attackPrevents a DDoS attack

Attack needs to be detectable at a Attack needs to be detectable at a 
minimumminimum

–– Authorization of Authorization of ““anchoranchor”” address allows address allows 
detection of attackdetection of attack
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If not protected or detectable, this would be an 
easier way to launch a DDoS attack on any node!
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Entity AuthorizationEntity Authorization

Entity: Signaling endpoint Entity: Signaling endpoint 
–– A and B are the A and B are the ““entitiesentities””

Ensures IP mobility service for a given Ensures IP mobility service for a given 
node only by authorized nodesnode only by authorized nodes

Two parts to entity authorizationTwo parts to entity authorization
–– Is the entity part of the domain? Is the entity part of the domain? 
–– Is the MN actually at the entity? Is the MN actually at the entity? 

Particularly a concern in networkParticularly a concern in network--based based 
mobilitymobility

MA
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Without entity authorization, compromise of the entity 
leads to compromise of any mobility session in the domain! 
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Protection Against NonProtection Against Non--Critical Asset CompromiseCritical Asset Compromise

MN

MA

AR

AR

MN

Ensures service is not disrupted Ensures service is not disrupted 
by non signaling entitiesby non signaling entities

Mitigates domino effects Mitigates domino effects 

Ensures service via Ensures service via 
uncompromised entitiesuncompromised entities
–– Entities: AR, HMIP AR, MIP4 FA, Entities: AR, HMIP AR, MIP4 FA, 

NETLMM MAG, FMIP nARNETLMM MAG, FMIP nAR

Compromise of one entity MUST NOT impact 
sessions traversing other entities!
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Domino Effect MitigationDomino Effect Mitigation
Keys MUST be scoped for a given purposeKeys MUST be scoped for a given purpose
–– Same key must not be used for different purposesSame key must not be used for different purposes

Keys MUST be scoped to the signaling endpointsKeys MUST be scoped to the signaling endpoints
–– No key sharing!No key sharing!

NonNon--critical assets MUST NOT be key distributors or critical assets MUST NOT be key distributors or 
trust anchors!trust anchors!
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Protection for Unrelated EntitiesProtection for Unrelated Entities

Ensures nonEnsures non--participants are participants are 
unaffected by IP mobility sessions unaffected by IP mobility sessions 

Allows routing and IP mobility to Allows routing and IP mobility to 
coco--existexist

IP mobility must not cause vulnerabilities 
to nodes not employing the protocol!
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TakeawaysTakeaways
1.1. Channel security Channel security 

2.2. IP address authorizationIP address authorization

3.3. Entity authorizationEntity authorization

4.4. Trust anchors should be security infrastructure entitiesTrust anchors should be security infrastructure entities

5.5. Key distributor must be located Key distributor must be located ““aboveabove”” the key recipient the key recipient 

6.6. Key scoping Key scoping 

7.7. No key sharingNo key sharing

8.8. Prevent domino effectsPrevent domino effects

9.9. Analyze applicable threat and security modelsAnalyze applicable threat and security models

10.10. Adhere to security modelAdhere to security model--specific guidelinesspecific guidelines
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–– CGACGA--based modelbased model
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Security ModelsSecurity Models
Various security models in use in different networksVarious security models in use in different networks

Security Model ConsiderationsSecurity Model Considerations
–– Presence of infrastructure entityPresence of infrastructure entity

E.g., AAA, PKIE.g., AAA, PKI
–– Need for infrastructureNeed for infrastructure--less securityless security

E.g., CGA, selfE.g., CGA, self--signed signed certscerts
–– Use of existing security protocols Use of existing security protocols 

E.g., IPsec, IKEv2, EAPE.g., IPsec, IKEv2, EAP
–– EndEnd--toto--end vs. hopend vs. hop--byby--hop securityhop security

E.g., TLS, IPsecE.g., TLS, IPsec

Popular security modelsPopular security models
–– AAAAAA--based authentication/authorizationbased authentication/authorization
–– Use of EAP for authentication Use of EAP for authentication 
–– Use of IPsec for channel security and address authorizationUse of IPsec for channel security and address authorization
–– Use of CGAs for infrastructureUse of CGAs for infrastructure--less SA creationless SA creation

Threat analysis and security requirements conformance are vital Threat analysis and security requirements conformance are vital 
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AAAAAA--based Authentication/Authorizationbased Authentication/Authorization

Why AAA? Why AAA? 
–– Allows reAllows re--use of AAAuse of AAA--based credentials based credentials 
–– Several managed networks use AAASeveral managed networks use AAA
–– Authentication and authorization are AAA functionsAuthentication and authorization are AAA functions

Authorization in AAA is different from IP address authorization Authorization in AAA is different from IP address authorization 

What should AAAWhat should AAA--based solutions conform to? based solutions conform to? 
–– draftdraft--housleyhousley--aaaaaa--keykey--managementmanagement (soon to be a BCP)(soon to be a BCP)
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EAP in IP Mobility Protocol SecurityEAP in IP Mobility Protocol Security
Why EAP? Why EAP? 
–– EAPEAP--based networkbased network--access authentication is popularaccess authentication is popular
–– ReRe--use protocol supported by the MN and infrastructureuse protocol supported by the MN and infrastructure

Trends in using EAPTrends in using EAP
–– Minimize the number of authentications Minimize the number of authentications 

Given, same credentials and the same serverGiven, same credentials and the same server
–– Leveraging keys produced by one run of EAP for other purposesLeveraging keys produced by one run of EAP for other purposes
–– Limiting reLimiting re--use to protocol and performing another EAP run for use to protocol and performing another EAP run for 

IP mobility protocol securityIP mobility protocol security

So, what usages of EAP for IP mobility protocol security So, what usages of EAP for IP mobility protocol security 
are appropriate? are appropriate? 
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EAP Usage GuidelinesEAP Usage Guidelines
Distinguish network access from IP mobilityDistinguish network access from IP mobility
–– One occurs *prior* to obtaining IP access; the other occurs afteOne occurs *prior* to obtaining IP access; the other occurs afterr

Use of EAP in IKEv2 for authentication is allowed and Use of EAP in IKEv2 for authentication is allowed and 
recommendedrecommended

Follow EAP guidelines on key usagesFollow EAP guidelines on key usages
–– EAP MSK is provided to the authenticator for network access contEAP MSK is provided to the authenticator for network access controlrol

Usage of MSK for other purposes gets into bad cryptographic Usage of MSK for other purposes gets into bad cryptographic 
practicespractices
Usage of MSK involves the NAS in IP mobility protocol securityUsage of MSK involves the NAS in IP mobility protocol security

Use of EMSKUse of EMSK--based keys for IP mobility protocol security is yet to based keys for IP mobility protocol security is yet to 
be evaluatedbe evaluated
–– General concerns on layer violations General concerns on layer violations 
–– Efforts underway to make the EMSK hierarchy generic to ensure fuEfforts underway to make the EMSK hierarchy generic to ensure future ture 

usageusage
–– No consensus yet on whether this is good or badNo consensus yet on whether this is good or bad
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IPsec in IP Mobility Protocol SecurityIPsec in IP Mobility Protocol Security
IPsec typically provides channel securityIPsec typically provides channel security

Tying IP address authorization to IPsec Tying IP address authorization to IPsec 
–– Assign IP address using IKEv2 and tie the IPsec SA to itAssign IP address using IKEv2 and tie the IPsec SA to it

Limited flexibility in address assignmentLimited flexibility in address assignment

IPsec with Dynamic KeyingIPsec with Dynamic Keying
–– Use of IKEv2 is a recommended approachUse of IKEv2 is a recommended approach

IPsec with Manual KeyingIPsec with Manual Keying
–– Cumbersome Cumbersome 
–– No Replay protectionNo Replay protection
–– Address authorization needs static address provisioningAddress authorization needs static address provisioning

The necessary security properties are realizable using IPsec andThe necessary security properties are realizable using IPsec and IKEv2IKEv2

Limitations of IKEv2 and IPsecLimitations of IKEv2 and IPsec
–– Frequent signaling endpoint changes (e.g., FMIP) needs new Frequent signaling endpoint changes (e.g., FMIP) needs new IKE_SAsIKE_SAs
–– IKEv2 exchanges add undesirable overheadIKEv2 exchanges add undesirable overhead
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CGA in IP Mobility Protocol SecurityCGA in IP Mobility Protocol Security
Allows infrastructureAllows infrastructure--less operationless operation
–– Useful in networks that care less about access control and more Useful in networks that care less about access control and more 

about address authorizationabout address authorization

Considerations in using CGAsConsiderations in using CGAs
–– Differentiate between CGAs and SeNDDifferentiate between CGAs and SeND

SeND uses CGAs SeND uses CGAs 
–– CGAs provide the infrastructureCGAs provide the infrastructure--less securityless security

CGAs do not mean AR involvementCGAs do not mean AR involvement
–– Consider use of CGAs in IKEv2 to reConsider use of CGAs in IKEv2 to re--use IPsecuse IPsec

Currently undocumented Currently undocumented 
–– Consider if use of selfConsider if use of self--signed certificates will worksigned certificates will work

Currently documented for IKEv2Currently documented for IKEv2
–– Evaluate if use of CGAs satisfies all security requirementsEvaluate if use of CGAs satisfies all security requirements


